Correct annotation metadata is critical for reproducible and accurate RNA-seq analysis. When files are shared publicly or among collaborators with incorrect or missing annotation metadata, it becomes difficult or impossible to reproduce bioinformatic analyses from raw data. It also makes it more difficult to locate the transcriptomic features, such as transcripts or genes, in their proper genomic context, which is necessary for overlapping expression data with other datasets. We provide a solution in the form of an R/Bioconductor package tximeta that performs numerous annotation and metadata gathering tasks automatically on behalf of users during the import of transcript quantification files. The correct reference transcriptome is identified via a hashed checksum stored in the quantification output, and key transcript databases are downloaded and cached locally. The computational paradigm of automatically adding annotation metadata based on reference sequence checksums can greatly facilitate genomic workflows, by helping to reduce overhead during bioinformatic analyses, preventing costly bioinformatic mistakes, and promoting computational reproducibility. The tximeta package is available at https://bioconductor.org/packages/tximeta.
versions can lead to faulty inference of overlap enrichment. Additional annotation tasks, 25 such as conversion of transcript or gene identifiers, or summarization of transcript-level 26 data to the gene level is made more difficult when the reference provenance is not 27 known. Kanduri et al. [7] documented issues surrounding the lack of provenance 28 metadata for BED, WIG, and GFF files, and described this problem as a "major time 29 thief" in bioinformatics. Likewise, Simoneau and Scott [8] described information on 30 genome assembly and annotation as "essential" for describing the computational 31 analysis of RNA-seq data, and contended that, "no study using RNA-seq should be 32 published without these methodological details." 33 A number of frameworks have been proposed that would solve the problem of 34 tracking provenance in a bioinformatic analysis -provenance in the narrow sense 35 defined above, encompassing the source and release information of the reference 36 sequence -as well as in a larger sense of tracking the state of all files, including data 37 and metadata and any software used to process these files, throughout every step of an 38 analysis. We will first review frameworks for tracking provenance of reference sequences, 39 and secondly describe more general frameworks. The CRAM format, developed at the 40 European Bioinformatics Institute, involves computing differences between biological 41 sequences and a given reference so that the sequences themselves do not need to be 42 stored in full within an alignment file [9] . Because the specific reference used for 43 compression is critical for data integrity, CRAM includes checksums of the reference 44 sequences as part of the file header. A partner utility called refget has been developed 45 in order to allow for programmatic retrieval of the reference sequence from a computed 46 checksum, which acts as an identifier of the reference sequence [10] . A similar approach 47 is taken by the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health's (GA4GH) Variation facilitates sharing provenance information across research groups, in that the generation 58 of resources is scripted [14] . Arkas, ARMOR, pepkit, and basejump are all frameworks 59 for automating bioinformatic analyses, where reference provenance is specified in 60 configuration files and correct metadata can therefore be assembled and attached 61 programmatically to downstream outputs [15] [16] [17] [18] .
62
In 2015, Belhajjame et al. [19] introduced the concept of a "Research Object", an 63 aggregation of data and supporting metadata produced within a specified scientific 64 workflow. Their formulation was system-neutral, describing the requirements for 65 production of a Research Object. The requirements touch on topics introduced above, 66 such as the need to preserve data inputs, software versions, as well as traces of the 67 provenance of data as it moves through the scientific workflow. Belhajjame et al. [19] 68 summarized literature in the field of computational reproducibility and efforts toward 69 extensive provenance tracking. The developers of the Common Workflow Language 70 (CWL) [20] have defined a profile, CWLProv, for recording provenance through a 71 workflow run, and have a number of implementations, including within cwltool [21] .
72
The developers of CWLProv emphasized the importance of tracking versions of input 73 data, such as reference genomes or variant databases in a scientific workflow, and they 74 suggested to use and store stable identifiers of all data and software, as well as the 75 workflow itself. As identifiers play such a crucial role in assuring reproducibility of 76 workflows, the developers of CWLProv recommended the use of hashed checksums for 77 identifiers of data (including any reference sequence), similar to the use of checksums in 78 the CRAM format and VR-Spec, for identifying the reference or variant sequences.
79
Gruning et al. [22] recommended combining systems such as Galaxy for encapsulating 80 analysis tools with systems for tracking and capturing parameters and source data 81 provenance to provide full computational reproducibility.
82
Here we describe an R/Bioconductor package, tximeta, for identification of reference 83 transcript provenance in RNA-seq analyses via sequence checksums. It is situated 84 among other solutions for facilitating computational reproducibility described above, 85 with some automation of routine tasks, such as conversion of transcript and gene names, 86 but short of full automation of analyses as in Arkas and ARMOR. Tximeta captures the 87 versions of the software packages used in import of quantification data, but does not 88 provide full provenance tracking throughout downstream tasks as in the Research
89
Object specification or in CWLProv. One desirable aspect of tximeta is that -through 90 the use of hashed checksums of reference transcripts and lookup operations similar to 91 those performed by refget -our implementation can be used to identify the reference 92 provenance post hoc on various shared or public datasets, regardless of whether the 93 original analyst kept or shared accurate records of the reference transcripts that were 94 used. Therefore it can provide some utility for bioinformatic analysts without requiring 95 full buy-in of a particular workflow execution framework. Tximeta is similar in 96 implementation to the CRAM format in the use of hashed checksums, but identifies the 97 transcript sequences used during sample quantification rather than the genome sequence 98 used during alignment. We see tximeta as a piece of a larger effort to create software 99 systems that are "more amenable to reproducibility" [23] .
100
Design and Implementation 101 Tximeta has been developed to work with output from Salmon or Alevin quantification 102 tools [24, 25] , although the implementation could be extended to other quantification 103 tools that store the appropriate hashed checksum within the index and propagate this 104 checksum to the sample output metadata. Without loss of generality, we describe the Salmon will be referred to in this text as the transcriptome, although we note that the 110 reference is not necessarily equal to the complete set of possible RNA transcripts in the 111 sample. Currently, both the SHA-256 and SHA-512 [26] checksums are computed on the 112 reference cDNA sequences alone, with transcript sequences concatenated together with 113 the empty string (the SHA-256 checksum is currently taken as the primary identifier). 114 Future implementations of Salmon and tximeta may use alternate hash functions for 115 compatibility with larger efforts toward stable identifiers for sequence collections, for 116 example, computing a hashed checksum over a lexicographically sorted set of checksums 117 for each transcript cDNA sequence, which would provide order-invariance for the 118 collection identifier. During quantification of a single sample, Salmon embeds the 119 transcriptome index checksum in a metadata file associated with the sample output.
120
For each sample, Salmon outputs a directory with a specific file structure, including files 121 with quantification information as well as others with important metadata about the 122 parameters. The entire directory, not just the text file with the quantification 123 information, should be considered the output of the quantification tool.
124
During import of quantification data into R/Bioconductor [27] , leveraging the 125 existing tximport package [28] , tximeta reads the quantification data, as well as the RefSeq, see Table 1 ), as well as to a custom hash table which will be described below.
130
Tximeta verifies that the checksum and therefore the reference transcriptome sequence 131 is identical across all samples being imported. If there is a match of the checksum Tximeta will print the following messages as the files are being imported (if a match 214 is found, and if this checksum has been seen before by tximeta). If the checksum matched one of the custom transcriptome checksums that was 221 created or loaded by the user, the function would report, "found matching linked 222 transcriptome". A demonstration of such a workflow is given in the following section. 223 The SummarizedExperiment object, se, that is returned by tximeta can then be 224 passed to various downstream packages such as DESeq2, edgeR, limma-voom, or 225 fishpond, with example code in the tximeta package vignette [32, [34] [35] [36] [37] . The transcript 226 or gene ranges can be easily manipulated using the GenonicRanges or plyranges 227 packages in the Bioconductor ecosystem [29, 38] . For example, to subset the object to 228 only those transcripts that overlap a range defined in a variable x, the following line of 229 code can be used. Ensembl source will also include the transcript biotype, and the start and end of the 236 CDS sequence in the metadata columns.
237
Further examples of manipulating the SummarizedExperiment object can be found 238 in the tximeta vignette, in the fishpond vignette, and in the 239 plyrangesTximetaCaseStudy package [39] .
240
Importing data from a de novo transcriptome 241 It is also possible to use tximeta to import quantification data when the transcriptome 242 does not belong to those in the set covered by pre-computed checksums ( Table 1 ). This 243 case may occur because the reference transcriptome is from another source or another 244 organism than those currently in this pre-computed set, or because the transcriptome 245 has been modified by the addition of non-reference transcripts (e.g. cancer fusion 246 transcripts, or pathogen transcripts) which changes the checksum, or because the entire 247 transcriptome has been assembled de novo. In all of these cases, tximeta provides a 248 mechanism for local metadata linkage, as well as a formal mechanism for sharing the 249 link between the quantification data and publicly available reference transcriptome files. 250 The key concept used in the case when the checksum is not part of the pre-computed 251 set, is that of a link constructed between the transcriptome used for quantification via 252 its hashed checksum and publicly available metadata locations (i.e. permalinks for the 253 FASTA and GTF/GFF files). This link is created by the tximeta function makeLinkedTxome which stores the reference transcriptome's checksum in a custom 255 hash table managed by BiocFileCache, along with the permalinks to publicly available 256 FASTA and GTF/GFF files. 257 We demonstrate this use case with an RNA-seq experiment [40] of transcripts 258 extracted from the speckled killifish (Fundulus rathbuni ) quantified using Salmon [24] 259 against a de novo transcriptome assembled with Trinity [41] and annotated via dammit 260 [42] . An example workflow is provided in the denovo-tximeta repository on GitHub [43] . 261 Here, the FASTA sequence of the de novo assembly as well as a GFF3 annotation file 262 have been posted to Zenodo [44, 45] , and permalinks are used to point to those records. 263 After the reference transcripts have been indexed by Salmon, the following tximeta 264 function can be called within R. After running tximeta, the SummarizedExperiment object se will have attached to 293 its rows the ranges described by the GTF/GFF object, including any metadata about 294 those transcripts. In the case of the killifish RNA-seq experiment, the transcript ranges 295 have length, strand, and an informative column gene id. Ensembl and/or RefSeq may be supported by a future reference sequence retrieval API 329 (GENCODE releases since 2015 are already fully supported by tximeta). Furthermore, 330 we provide a mechanism for formally linking those reference transcripts not in any 331 pre-computed hash table (e.g. de novo transcriptomes) with publicly available 332 metadata. Finally, we plan to develop tximeta to support provenance identification at 333 the level of alleles, by combining our current reference transcript identification with 334 transcript variant identification as described in GA4GH's Variant Representation
335
Specification [11] .
336
All bioinformatic software packages have a finite lifespan, including the package 337 described here. We join with others in recommending the underlying paradigm of 338 embedding reference sequence checksums in sample output metadata, followed by 339 downstream database lookup of checksums, and identification of reference sequence 340 metadata. This paradigm should be adopted by other bioinformatic software that 341 outputs any data that refers to a reference sequence. This workflow has the advantage 342 of not requiring additional effort or actions on the part of the upstream bioinformatic 343 analyst. Otherwise, we risk exposing downstream analysts to the "major time thief" of 344 post hoc guesswork involved in identifying the provenance of datasets shared publicly 345 but without critical metadata [7] .
346
Data Availability
347
All datasets used in this manuscript are available as Bioconductor data packages used in 348 the tximeta or fishpond package vignettes, or in the case of the de novo transcriptome 349 analysis, have been deposited to Zenodo:
